Pointwise Enables Accurate CFD for Nuclear Reactor Rod Bundles
Pointwise Meshing Techniques Meet the Challenge
Accurate fluid flow modeling of nuclear reactor bundles is essential and extremely challenging with
exacting standards for the mesh to deal with the geometric complexity and near‐wall physics. The tightly
packed rods with wrapped wires – mainly used in liquid metal cooled systems‐ that contact the rods
provide a challenging geometry into which well‐defined boundary layers need to be inserted to capture
the local physics accurately. Multiple Pointwise structured meshing techniques were used at the
boundaries with hex‐dominant unstructured meshing away from the boundaries to successfully meet
the meshing challenge and produce accurate fluid flow modeling of a 19‐rod bundle.
"A high‐quality computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model for a rod assembly was developed, which
exhibited very good numerical performance at academic convergence levels.”
Michael Böttcher, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)

Sodium Cooled Generation IV Fast Reactor
The core design of the Advanced Sodium Technological Reactor for Industrial Demonstration (ASTRID)
nuclear reactor was used as basis of the 19‐rod bundle model. The ASTRID reactor uses a primary
sodium pool for heat transfer and cooling of the rod. The core consists of over fifty thousand rods, which
are grouped in 217‐rod bundle assemblies. The numerical model represents only a part of such
assemblies but can be considered as sufficient to study effects like the influence of rod position and of
assembly corners on heat transfer.

Modeling a Single 19‐Rod bundle
One 19‐rod bundle was modeled to be able to predict accurately: 1. Local heat transfer qualities (in
terms of rod specific Nusselt numbers), and 2. Hot spot temperatures at contact zones. The bundle
consists of 19 rods with a diameter of 9.6 millimeters and a length of 0.18 meters representing a single
coil of the wires. The rods are wrapped with 1 millimeter diameter wires in a spiral pattern at a 1.11 rod
diameter pitch to maintain rod spacing.

The wrapped wires are in contact with one rod and result in a 0.1 millimeter gap to adjacent rods.
Obtaining accurate CFD results requires capturing the complex geometry of the interaction between the
rods and the wrapped wires with a very controlled mesh near the boundary walls to capture the physics.
ANSYS CFX as a solver and Pointwise for meshing was used to generate accurate CFD results.
“Because of sensitivity to heat transfer, the contact regions between wires and rods need to be modeled
as accurately as possible.”
Michael Böttcher, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)

Figure 1: Configuration of 19‐rod bundle with wrapped wires

Meshing the 19‐Rod Bundle
Accurate capture of the heat transfer quantities required precise boundary layer definitions with high‐
quality cells. The initial layer spacing from the wall was 0.001 millimeters at the contact areas between
the rods and the wrapped wire and 0.005 millimeters on the non‐contact areas of the rods and wires.
Four boundary layers were created through simple extrusion from the first layer. Ten more boundary
layers were created using the T‐Rex meshing. The remainder of the volume was meshed with hex‐
dominant unstructured meshing.
The first challenge was handling the contact between the rods and the spirally wrapped wires. Two
solution approaches to this challenge were used. The first approach used a small gap of 0.01 millimeters
for a contact zone, which was modeled as wrapped wire material. The second approach was to have an
unmodified contact line between the wrapped wires and the rods and to use a spiral type prismatic
block extrusion using adjacent grids as boundaries. The second approach required non‐default
parameters to the extrusion meshing process. Both approaches resulted in locally poor angles that were
acceptable to ANSYS CFX but might not be acceptable to other CFD solvers.

Figure 2: Contact area modeled with spiral extrusion block

The second challenge was dealing with the 0.1 millimeter gap between the wrapped wires and the
adjacent rods. Under standard operating conditions, this could be handled well with the general
meshing approach. However, special consideration had to be given to high‐temperature accident
conditions that would result in the closure of this gap. A full structured mesh approach in the contact
zones was used. The boundaries of the structured mesh region were determined by 1. projecting the
wire geometry past the rod, 2. calculating the intersection of the projected wire geometry with the rod,
3. projecting the intersection curves back past the wire, and 4. calculating the intersection of the
projected rod intersection geometry with the wire.

Figure 3: Structured block for gap closure

The third challenge was related to addressing the importance of conjugate heat transfer in the rods.
Two variants of the model were used to determine the impact of conjugate heat transfer. The first
variant used hollow rods with a constant heat flux at the rod surface. The second variant used a solid
extrusion mesh for the rods and included the conjugate heat transfer.
The meshing strategy used resulted in a high‐quality mesh with 107 million cells.

Figure 4: 107 million cell high‐quality mesh of the 19‐rod bundle

Preparing the CFD Solution
The appropriate CFD solutions attributes were defined for ANSYS CFX











Inlet Boundary Conditions
o Three Cartesian velocity components (taken from unheated simulation)
o 1 percent turbulence intensity
o Constant temperature (623 K)
Outlet Boundary Conditions
o Averaged relative pressure at 0 Pa
Rod Material
o Steel for full rod variant
o Hollow rods heat flux of 106 W/m2 scaled by Reynolds Number
Wire Material
o Steel
Assembly wall specification
o Adiabatic walls
Coolant
o Sodium with temperature‐dependent material properties
Discretization
o Higher‐order method
Physics models

o
o
o

ω RS turbulence model
Turbulent heat transfer adjusted to liquid metal conditions (non‐default turbulent
Prandtl number)
Steady‐state

Reviewing the CFD Solution
The ANSYS CFX solution converged efficiently and produced accurate results for the heat transfer
quantities of interest and the hot‐spot local temperatures.
The resulting flow was a highly turbulent swirling flow with velocities in the off‐axial directions at up to
40 percent of the velocities in the axial direction.
The average rod Nusselt Numbers from the ANSYS CFX solution were compared to two empirical
approaches (Mikityuk, Subbotin) that can be found in the literature. The calculated results were in
between the two empirical techniques at various Reynolds Numbers. The benefit of the simulation was
the ability to determine rod specific Nusselt Numbers with the highest heat transfer found in the central
position.
The rod bundle temperature distribution indicated that the hot spot temperature increase using hollow
rods was up to 15 degrees Kelvin. The conjugate heat transfer is only of influence close to the touching
regions and reduces the hot spot temperature increase to 13 degrees Kelvin.

Figure 5: 19‐rod bundle temperature distributions

Pointwise Meshing Techniques Meet the Challenge
Accurate fluid flow modeling of nuclear reactor bundles is essential and extremely challenging with
exacting standards for the mesh to deal with the geometric complexity and near‐wall physics. The tightly
packed rods with wrapped wires that contact the rods provide a challenging geometry into which well‐
defined boundary layers need to be inserted to capture the local physics accurately. Multiple Pointwise

structured meshing techniques were used at the boundaries with hex‐dominant unstructured meshing
away from the boundaries to successfully meet the meshing challenge and produce accurate fluid flow
modeling of a 19‐rod nuclear reactor bundle.
For more information about how KIT has leveraged Pointwise meshing to enable accurate CFD solutions
of a 19‐rod bundle, check out the recording of Michael Böttcher’s presentation entitled “Development
of a CFD Wrapped Wire Rod Bundle Model in Sodium Flow.”
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Pointwise Company Description
Pointwise, Inc. is solving the top problem facing computational fluid dynamics (CFD) today – reliably
generating high‐fidelity meshes. The company's Pointwise software generates structured, unstructured,
overset and hybrid meshes; interfaces with CFD solvers such as ANSYS FLUENT®, STAR‐CCM+®,
OpenFOAM®, and SU2 as well as many neutral formats, such as CGNS; runs on Windows, Linux, and
Mac, and has a scripting language, Glyph, that can automate CFD meshing. Manufacturing firms and
research organizations worldwide have relied on Pointwise as their complete CFD preprocessing solution
since 1994. More information about Pointwise is available at www.pointwise.com.

